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Abstract. -Electrical conductivity of Selenum has been measured in semiconductor metal transition region'at pressures up to 0.4 GPa and temneratures up to 2100 K. It was observed that the origin of semiconductor-metal transition shifted to lower temperatures and metallic conductivity region was ex anded. With pressure increasing the metallic conductivity level gradually increases from P lo2 a -cm-I at ( l , 1 GPa to lo3 R-'cm" at 0.4 GPa. On the other hand the metal-isolator transition shifts apparently to higher temperatures with pressure increasing. These data are compared with results on metal-nonmetal transition in arsenic and mercury. The character of semiconductor-metal and metal-isolator transitions is discussed.
Our research on liquid selenium in the critical and super-critical region carried out in 1975 allowed us to suDpose that selenium was a most interesting object for study of the metal-nonmetal transition at high temperatures and pressures 111.
These measurements showed for the first time the transition from the semiconductor temperature dependence of electrical conductivity to the metallic one with theoccurrence of a saturation sector ("plateau") of order 193 @ cm-' at a nressure
The following experiments 12-51 discovered the sharp decrease in the electrical conductivity after "plateau" when temperature increased.
This effect was interpreted as the Anderson transition 12-51 when the system passed from the metallic conductivity to the hopping one with the next temperature dependence
The research of the liquid selenium conductivity in this work were performed with the aim of investigating the pressure dependence of the "plateau" level up to pressure 0.4 P a . Due to using of boron nitride container forseleniumwe could trace the "plateau" shift up to the temperatures of the order of 2100 K.
Themeasurementswere performed with the high pressure installation of the type described before 121.
Clean argon was used as the medium transmitting pressure. The measuring cell containing the investi- 
